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MONDAY

Coaches Session Notes
During the 8 weeks, we will be working on
developing the strength, skills, and
conditioning required to successfully pass the
FPAT, CPAT, or York-specific Fitness Testing.
You will notice that every work week will end
with your 5th workout being a specific
run-through of the testing skills as a circuit.

A1. 4 Sets x 8 Goblet Squat
Lower yourself down to the box counting 3
seconds, pause at the box for 1 second, stand
up 1 second and pause at the top for 1 second.

A2. 4 Sets x 10 DUMBBELL
BENT OVER ROW
Make sure to focus on keeping your
back flat and your belly tight.

A3. 4 Sets x 12 FRONT PLANK
SHOULDER TAPS
We are looking to develop the ability to
control our torso as we load the body
side to side. Minimize any hip turning by
bracing hard and moving your arms slow.

B. METCON ‘Pull Together’
4 RFT of:
30 Meter Standing Sled Pull
20 Sledgehammer Strikes
10 Each Sandbag Lunges
1:00 Rest Between Rounds

RFT refers to Rounds For Time. While we
at FIT BY FIRE want you to focus on
quality movement over speed. Record
your total time including the rest in
between rounds.

C. Recovery
90 seconds per side pigeon stretch
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https://youtu.be/ob_OlmORf5g
https://youtu.be/vqL0bF4MQUQ
https://youtu.be/vqL0bF4MQUQ
https://youtu.be/HA94wD5LVIk
https://youtu.be/HA94wD5LVIk
https://youtu.be/Z1P1LTmI9aQ


TUESDAY

Coaches Session Notes
The goal today is to prep our core and
hip muscles to be ready for fire-specific
lifting and carrying. We're also practicing
sled hose advances today in the BURN
section. BURN circuits are meant to
develop fire-focused metabolic
conditioning.

A1. 4 Sets x 10 SUMO
DEADLIFT OR HEX BAR
Make sure you are driving your hip back!
We want to be driving the tension into or
hamstrings with every rep. Proud open
chest and bracing belly throughout.

A2. 4 Sets x 10 Floor Press
Before pressing make sure your
shoulders are set back & down. Every
rep should be a controlled tempo.

B1. 3 Sets x :30 Cable or Band
Anti-Rotation Holds
Starting with both knees on the ground.
Make sure you mark out the distance
away from your attachment if you are
using a band instead of a cable machine.

B2. 3 Sets x 15 WEIGHTED HIP
BRIDGES
Drive your hip until you fully lock out
every time, but be careful to brace your
belly so you don't overcompensate by
arching your back.

C. METCON ‘Paypal’
5 Rounds of:
30 Meters of Sled Advances -
(Charged Hose Advance)
15 Burpees
Rest 2 Min Between rounds

Hose/ sled advance is a common fail
point for many candidates. We will
regularly be practicing this station and
developing the strength to successfully
pass it!

D. Recovery
90 Seconds Lower Back Stretch
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https://youtu.be/cECXzxhq7YA
https://youtu.be/cECXzxhq7YA
https://youtu.be/NrxWpfWQVN0
https://youtu.be/hND3X1IZZvE
https://youtu.be/hND3X1IZZvE
https://youtu.be/jX0obWIQf-4
https://youtu.be/jX0obWIQf-4
https://youtu.be/Iv_8cWvZWmg


WEDNESDAY

Coaches Session Notes
The workout focus should be on the
couplet of pull-ups and heavy reverse
lunges, try and challenge yourself there.
The metcon is a rolling EMOM that is
easily scalable intensity-wise.

A1. 3 Sets x 8 TEMPO CABLE
PULL-DOWNS
Narrow grip banded pull-downs if you
have access to a cable machine or
chin-up bar. We are going to pull-down
normally, pause at bottom, a slow 3
seconds backup and pause at the top.

A2. 3 Sets x 8 Each Side
TEMPO DROP SPLIT SQUATS-
DB FRONT RACK

3 seconds down, pause at the bottom, 1
second up, and then pause at the top.

B1. 3 Sets of 12 UPRIGHT ROW

Picking up any kit at the station or
fireground scene requires an upright
row. We are also going to need our
shoulders to be resilient in this position
to safely execute other lifting and pulling
exercises.

B2. 3 Sets of 15 LEG RAISES
Using your hands for support, lower
down to the ground only if you can do so
with-out any lower back
overcompensating.

C. METCON ‘The 5th Floor’
5 Rounds of:
5 Ladder Climbs or 25 Step-Ups
10 Meters Bear Crawl
20 Meters Each Arm Single Arm DB
Farmers Carry (50+ pounds)
Wear a vest or an SCBA today if you like.
Move consistently throughout the 5
rounds being conscious of your
technique.

D. Recovery
90 Seconds each Doorway Stretch
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https://youtu.be/1B7To7KonRU
https://youtu.be/1B7To7KonRU
https://youtu.be/YV58X-VSf7U
https://youtu.be/YV58X-VSf7U
https://youtu.be/YV58X-VSf7U
https://youtu.be/erBBX5PnABY
https://youtu.be/yrrAYPUAhAQ
https://youtu.be/ighmUyK3Xj4


THURSDAY

Coaches Session Notes
Working on our side-to-side imbalances
in the strength section today, you want to
be careful to stay slow and purposeful.
The metcon section today focuses on
doing dummy drags under fatigue.

A1. 3 Sets x 8 PAUSING HALF
KNEELING STRICT PRESS

We are going to take a full 2 sec pause
at the very top (full extension) of the
press today.

A2. 3 Sets x 10 Each Side
SINGLE LEG BARBELL RDL

Slow and controlled tempo with a focus
on bracing your core the whole time.
Common faults to avoid are not standing
to full extension every rep and allowing
rotation to the side. Keep your hips
squarly forward and stand fully at the top
every time.

A3. 3 Sets x :40 Each SIDE
PLANK

Push your hip forward so your one
straight line. If a full side plank is too
tough drop to your knees.

B. METCON ‘What a Drag’
4 Rounds of
2 Minutes Machine Cardio (or 400m run)
1 Minute Sled Drags
1 Minute Sit-Ups
1 Minute Rest

Try to keep the same output at each
station round to round. You want to pick
a weight on the sled so you can keep
moving for 40-50 seconds without
breaks.

D. Recovery
Banded Lat Stretch 1 min each Side
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https://youtu.be/UyczToLPPm0
https://youtu.be/UyczToLPPm0
https://youtu.be/xD1OiX6Scxg
https://youtu.be/xD1OiX6Scxg
https://youtu.be/YGRhp4IJvEE
https://youtu.be/YGRhp4IJvEE
https://youtu.be/vYVAQ6NiO48


FRIDAY

Coaches Session Notes
Today is one of our weekly skill sessions.
Practice makes perfect so try and use
props and weights as close to the testing
protocols as you can.  You can choose to
stay at the same weights for all three
rounds or build them up as you go. For
our more advanced athletes, you can
wear an SCBA pack or weighted
vest/backpack if you would like.

Complete 3-4 Rounds of:

A1. TOOL CARRY
(IN FRONT)

This is meant to train your ability to hold
an awkward weight in front of you as
your walk. We would suggest a minimum
weight of 50 pounds. 60 Meters.

A2. DB FARMERS CARRY
1-ARM

Holding the same object as the front
carry, perform 30 meters each arm.

A3. SLED ADVANCES (FPAT)

Sled advances are on every fire test! We
want to be comfortable advancing at
least 100 pounds! 30 meters.

A4. STANDING SLED HAND
OVER HAND ROPE PULLS
Key skill to practice. Wearing gloves and
ensuring your feet do not move once
started is key. 15 meters.

B. SLEDGEHAMMER STRIKES
(SIDE BLOWS)

Practice side sledgehammer strikes
today. You may need to get creative with
what to hit. We use a large tire on its
side. Put a target on it and use a 10
pound hammer. Break up the reps as
desired.
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https://youtu.be/zGuWqISKrU8
https://youtu.be/7LvJuQSDX78
https://youtu.be/7LvJuQSDX78
https://youtu.be/R0fNSb9O54w
https://youtu.be/75lVoPFNQvo
https://youtu.be/75lVoPFNQvo
https://youtu.be/LpvzIeuqQzg
https://youtu.be/LpvzIeuqQzg


Ready to join the Fit By Fire
Candidate Fitness Prep Program?

Let's get you started preparing you to smash and pass that fitness test! We
can't wait to help you achieve your goal of becoming a Firefighter.

Click this link for a 7 Day Free Trial

https://marketplace.trainheroic.com/checkout/payment?team=the-cr
ew2020-08-09%2021:11:16

https://marketplace.trainheroic.com/checkout/payment?team=the-crew2020-08-09%2021:11:16
https://marketplace.trainheroic.com/checkout/payment?team=the-crew2020-08-09%2021:11:16

